SYNOPSIS A slide test for infectious mononucleosis using formalinized horse erythrocytes (Monotest2) was quantitated and compared with standard differential heterophile (Davidsohn) titres performed on the same specimens. The Monotest titre parallels the standard presumptive heterophile (antisheep cell) (Lee, Davidsohn, and Panczyszyn, 1968) or formalin-treated (Monotest) (Hoff and Bauer, 1965; Davidsohn, 1967; Sinay, Schoen, and Miyahira, 1968; Lowell and Kazakaitis, 1969 No agglutination or a finely granular pattern was considered negative. Any pattern between these two was considered weakly reactive (1+, 2+, or 3+). It was found that the last tubes in a titration proceeded from positive to negative in a manner similar to quantitative VDRLs, that is, usually after the last positive tube there was a weakly reactive tube followed by negative tubes. The titre was arbitrarily chosen as the last tube showing at least a 2+ agglutination. The tests were performed at random intervals from November 1968 to May 1969, using Monotest batch numbers 58, 64, 66, 67, 68, and 69. The differential heterophile tests were performed the same day as the Monotest, using the well known standard method of Davidsohn and Nelson (1969) .
The sera studied included hospital specimens submitted for infectious mononucleosis serology at Mount Sinai Hospital; specimens from students presenting at UCLA Student Health Service with symptoms suggestive of mononucleosis; a few specimens from Loma Linda University Clinical Laboratory; and two commercial specimens of desiccated positive control sera, rehydrated according to the manufacturers' directions (Hyland, BBL). The patients' sera were all tested within 24 hours or were frozen within 24 hours of collection and thawed immediately before testing. Results of the 'negative control' sera and two batches of 'positive control' commercial sera are listed in Table III. Both the Monotest and the Monospot tests were in agreement with the differential heterophile interpretation using these sera, with one exception. The BBL serum sickness control serum, which was negative for Monospot and Davidsohn tests, revealed a fairly strong agglutination with Monotest (1:2 and 1:4, with two batches of the control serum). The reason for this is unexplained and warrants further study, as it may represent decreased specificity of the Monotest formalinized horse cells. No attempt was made to test the sera without inactivation because of previous experience showing occasional false-negative reactions on unheated sera (Sinay et al, 1968) . Other investigators are also inactivating their test sera (Lowell and Kazakaitis, 1969) . The directions for Mono- test state that the test may be performed on fresh or inactivated serum.
